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Hierarchical session initiation protocol
a b s t r a c t
By adopting Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) in WiMAX networks, when the mobile node
(MN) moves to a foreign network, the MN sends a re-INVITE message to the corresponding
node (CN) to re-establish the connection. This re-connection time is the most costly
factor for a handoff. To effectively reduce the re-connection latency, a hierarchical SIP
(HSIP) mobility management incorporated with MAC layer operations is proposed. As
proposed in the HSIP architecture, several Base Stations (BSs) are collectively managed by
an HSIP server to form an administration domain. When an MN roams within a domain,
which is the most common mobility case, a re-INVITE message is not necessary, hence a
significant traffic reduction can result. To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed
HSIP mobility mechanism, an evaluation using the NS2 simulator was performed. Handoff
delay and signaling overhead are investigated in both single-handoff andmultiple-handoff
occurrences. When the ratio of intra-domain to inter-domain handoffs is increased from 1
to 14, the proposed HSIP mobility mechanism can improve up to 13% in average handoff
delay and 35% in average signaling overhead as compared with traditional SIP mobility
management.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The maturity of IEEE 802.11 technology and its low setup cost has enabled it to be successfully applied toWiFi (Wireless
Fidelity) networks. Many cities have now set up wireless network access points to offer users the convenience of always-
on Internet [1]. The technology’s limited coverage and scalability, however, have limited wireless Internet access to specific
areas. The specification of the IEEE 802.16 [2]WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability forMicrowave Access) standard provides
for coverage of up to 40 miles and a transfer rate of up to 70 Mbps. The superior coverage and scalability means that it
will gradually become the network technology of choice for future IP-based mobile communications networks [3]. Two
fundamental standards are supported by IEEE 802.16. One is IEEE 802.16-2004, used for fixed wireless services, and the
other is IEEE 802.16e [4], used for mobile communications. Users can either directly connect to the Base Station (BS) or
indirectly connect to the BS through a Subscriber Station (SS).
In the All-IP network, support for mobility management is urgently needed. Currently, the Mobile IP [5] and SIP [6]
protocols are the twomost commonly usedmobilitymechanisms.Mobile IPmay suffer from the triangular routing problem.
In Mobile IP, when an MN moves to a foreign network, it is associated with a Care of Address (CoA) by the foreign network
agent. The MN must register its CoA with the Home Agent (HA) which will receive all packets sent to the MN and then use
tunneling to pass the packets to theMN through its current CoA. Usingmobile IP, the involvement of the corresponding node
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(CN), the MN, and the HAmay suffer from the triangular routing problem. If an MN’s movement causes frequent changes in
its CoA, the corresponding handoffs could result in a large number of dropped packets. A dedicated software proxy module
is required to pass packets sent to the MN’s fixed address to its new location. For services that promise consistently high
QoS, this proxy forwarding implies a guaranteed delivery requirement, making it unsuitable for real-time applications.
The SIP protocol [6] is used for setting up and controlling voice transmission over the network. The SIP Mobility
mechanism is used tomeet themobility requirement for SIP voice telephony. Using the SIPmechanism formobility support,
packet delay, or packet loss may interrupt mobile voice conversation [6]. Reducing handoff delay during mobile voice
conversation is therefore essential to maintaining conversation quality. In the original SIP, if the MN is moving frequently,
then the number of re-INVITE requests that the MN must send to the CN increases. This may increase system load or even
cause handoff to fail.
In this paper, a hierarchical SIP (HSIP) architecture is proposed. In HSIP, a WiMAX network is partitioned into several
domains, each contains an HSIP server and multiple BSs. And, each MN retains two addresses. One is the Local Address
(LAddr) and the other is the External Address (EAddr). The LAddr of the MN is registered to the SIP Local Registrar and
the EAddr of the MN is registered to the SIP Home Registrar. Through the address mapping mechanism, packets can be
forwarded from the MN’s EAddr to its LAddr. Only if MN moves to a different domain, does it need to change its EAddr and
send a re-INVITE to re-establish its connection with the CN. As the re-connection time is themost costly factor for a handoff,
applying the proposed design, the number of re-INVITE requests could be reduced. Especiallywhen theMN ismovingwithin
a domain, which is the most common mobility case, no re-INVITE message is necessary. Consequently, the handoff delay
can be shortened.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related work in mobility management. Our proposed
system architecture and mobility management are presented in Section 3. Simulation results and performance analysis are
included in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are given.
2. Related work
IEEE 802.16 technology also well known as WiMAX is poised to support the next step in the wireless evolution [7]. IEEE
802.16e technology is further used for mobile communications [8]. IEEE 802.16e proposes several mechanisms to facilitate
handoff betweenMNand BS. For example, BS could notify anMNof nearby BSs. TheMN can thenmeasure the signal strength
of potential BSs and communicate with them in advance. When the handoff is in progress, the current serving BS uses a
backbone network to pass information about the MN to the target BS. The above mechanism can reduce the time spent on
signal measurements and handshaking between the target BS and the MN. In general, a handoff can be initiated either from
the MN using an MOB_MSHO_REQ or from the serving BS using an MOB_BSHO_REQ. Either way triggers a similar series of
message exchanges. The message flows of the serving BS in initiated handoff are shown in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 1, the serving BS first regularly broadcasts an MOB_NBR_ADV containing information about nearby BSs, such as
channel frequency, a channel’s low-level parameters, and network services. This provides theMNwith a list of potential BSs
it can connect to, and the MN uses its own criteria such as Carrier to Interference plus Noise Ratio (CINR) or the Received
Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) to select the target BS. If a handoff is confirmed, the MN sends an MOB_MSHO_REQ to the
serving BS and requests handoff. After the MN receives an MOB_MSHO_RSP from the serving BS, it sends the MOB_HO_IND
to the serving BS to advise that it is switching to another BS.
When MN moves from its serving BS to the target BS, the MAC Layer switch from the original channel to the current
channel is first performed. Once MN completes its MAC layer handoff, if both serving BS and target BS are on different IP
domains, extra messages must be exchanged over the Network Layer to update the MN’s current IP address. Only then can
a CN continue to communicate with the MN.
Mobile IP offers a solution to handoff in the Network Layer and supports mobility without changing the existing TCP
protocol. It has therefore become the de facto standard for solving themobility problem in the 802.16e environment [9–12].
Although Mobile IP successfully supports non-real-time services such as FTP and HTTP, it is not well suited to real-time
services such as VoIP and video conferencing.
Many real-time application services now apply the SIP standard for establishing multimedia connections [13–17]. SIP
offers a comprehensive mobility management mechanism that supports Terminal Mobility, Session Mobility, Personal
Mobility, and Service Mobility [18]. Its main advantages are that no changes are required to the operating system and no
fixed IP address is needed to support mobile communications. The SIP registrationmechanism is similar to that of Mobile IP,
but instead of a fixed IP address, SIP combines the user’s SIP Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) with a temporary IP address
for identification. Once theMN starts roaming, it re-registers this identificationwith the SIP Server. This allows the SIP Server
to track theMN’s current location. Once theMNhas acquired a new IP address from the newnetwork, it can send a re-INVITE
to the CN to re-establish the connection. The message flows for this process are shown in Fig. 2.
Using SIP, whenever the MN moves to a different network domain, it acquires a new IP address and the connection
must be re-established. When handoff occurs, delays are introduced in different layers [6]: a link layer delay, a moving
detection delay, a new IP assignment delay, an auto configuration delay, an SIP re-INVITE delay, and a Real-time Transport
Protocol (RTP) packet transmission delay. This is the main weakness of SIP mobility support. The new IP assignment delay
in particular will exceed 1 s, whereas the SIP re-INVITE delay depends on the distance between two endpoints. If the MN is
moving frequently, it may result in additional re-INVITE requests, which causes message overhead and unacceptable delay.
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Fig. 1. Message flows of serving BS in initiated handoff.
Fig. 2. Original SIP handoff process.
Researchers have proposed several variations of enhanced SIP-based schemes to reduce handoff delay. Dutta et al. [19]
designed a fast handoff method for SIP mid-call mobility. Dutta’s method focuses on MN roaming to a new network. Upon
MN roaming, the system sends a registration update message to the regional SIP server, which sends information to the
RTP translator from the previous network about the MN’s movement. After receiving a request from the regional SIP server,
the RTP translator adheres the previous IP address with the newly attached IP address, and forwards packets to the new
IP address. For this scheme to work, the RTP translator must utilize packet management functions together with the IP
address table to enable the system to connect the old IP address with the new IP address. The advantage of this approach is
that it reduces re-INVITE delay in SIP mid-call mobility. Unfortunately, it does not consider IP allocation delay and requires
extensive modifications to the RTP translator [20].
Another approach is advocated by Banerjee et al. [21] which utilize a seamless SIP-based handoff scheme. This scheme
creates a temporary session between theMN and the old BS to establish forward data packets during handoff. The downside
to using this approach is that it requires each BS to be equipped with a SIP Back-to-Back User Agent (B2BUA) for processing.
Operators may not want to install these features to enable this system.
Kwon et al. [22] advocate establishing a security association (SA) between theMN and the server in neighboring domains.
This association would occur prior to the actual handoff. This system reduces handoff delay by processing the registration
request locally when an MN handoff is made to a neighboring domain. This is an expensive solution to the problem as
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it requires modifications to the existing authentication systems for every domain. It also implies heavy signaling costs to
distribute the SA messages.
To expedite the registration process and reduce backbone signaling, some researchers have proposed a hierarchical
registration scheme [18]. This idea was adopted in Hierarchical Mobile SIP (HMSIP) [23], with the intention of repressing
overhead signaling and handoff delay inside the samedomainwithin an SIP environment. This scheme reduces intra-domain
handoff delay by restricting mobility-related signaling within the roaming domain. The drawback to this solution is that it
does not account for IP allocation delay. This can create a substantial impediment if an MN acquires an IP address, which
occurs frequently when providing mid-call mobility across a domain boundary.
This paper proposes an effective SIP-based mobility management mechanism for the 802.16e network environment by
incorporating the MAC layer and network layer. When MN is moving within a domain, it does not need to notify CN of its
current location because the MN can still be accessed through the same SIP Server. Only if the MN moves to a different
domain, does it need to send a re-INVITE to the CN to re-establish its connection. Because an HSIP server in a domain could
cover several BSs, an MN’s movement is usually within a domain. Hence, handoff delay using the proposed HSIP mobility
architecture can be effectively reduced.
3. System design
The proposed mobility management uses a hierarchical SIP (HSIP) architecture for fast handoff by addressing WiMAX
network with partitioned domains. Several BSs are grouped into a single domain, which is managed by a dedicated HSIP
server.
3.1. System architecture
The proposed HSIP architecture can be shown in Fig. 3. TheWiMAX network of concern is divided into multiple domains
with each domain consisting of oneHSIP Server andmultiple BSs. The BS is used byMN to connect to the Internet. In addition,
a global SIP Home Registrar tracks the location of current MNs. The HSIP Server is the core of the mobility management
system and consists of SIP Proxy, SIP Local Registrar, and MN_Agent. The main function of the SIP Proxy is to process
connection requests from the caller and to find the location of the recipient. The SIP Local Registrar is responsible for handling
registrations in the local domain and recording information about the MN’s current location. The MN_Agent manages the
necessary information for mobile communications.
When the MNmoves within the wireless area managed by the HSIP Server, the MN will receive two IP addresses. One is
the External IP Address (EAddr) assigned by the HSIP Server, and the other is the Local IP Address (LAddr) assigned by the
Router from the associated BS. The EAddr is the domain-specific global address, whereas the LAddr is valid within the range
of a BS which the MN is associating with. This information is recorded in the MN Location Table maintained by the SIP Local
Registrar. A sample MN Location Table is shown in Table 1. When the MN switches to a different BS, it notifies the SIP Local
Registrar of the HSIP Server managing its current domain to update the MN’s current BS location. Once the MN connects to
the network, an HSIP Server is designated as its SIP Home Registrar. The MN Home Location Table maintained by the SIP
Home Registrar is used to record which domain the MN currently resides in. The information cross-references the SIP URI,
MN External Address, and HSIP Server IP Address. A sample MN Home Location Table is shown in Table 2.
3.2. Mobility management mechanism
Three types of MN-mobility scenarios are investigated: (1) Pre-Call mobility—the MNmoves without an SIP connection;
(2) Intra domainmobility—theMN switches from its serving BS to the target BS within a domainmanaged by the same HSIP
Server; (3) Inter domain mobility—the MN switches from its serving BS to the target BS, where the two BSs are in different
domains and therefore managed by different HSIP Servers.
3.2.1. Pre-call mobility
When anMNmoveswithout an SIP connection having been established, once handoff is completed at theData Link Layer,
the MN is assigned an IP (LAddr) by the router that is located at the associated BS. At this point, the MN sends registration
information to the HSIP Server to associate the SIP URI with the LAddr. The HSIP Server then assigns an EAddr to the MN
and adds the SIP URI, LAddr, and EAddr to the MN Location Table. The MN must then register its new EAddr with the SIP
Home Registrar, and the SIP Home Registrar records the MN’s SIP URI, the MN’s EAddr, and the HSIP Server’s IP Address in
the MN Home Location Table. Once registration is complete, if a CN wishes to communicate with the MN, it sends an INVITE
message. The SIP Home Registrar then notifies the CN regarding which HSIP Server the MN is currently associated with.
Once the CN knows the MN’s exact location, it can communicate with the MN. The message flows are shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. System architecture.
Table 1
MN Location Table.
MN SIP URI MN Local Address (LAddr) MN External Address (EAddr)
user@aa.bb.edu.tw 192.168.1.5 192.168.2.30
Table 2
MN Home Location Table.
MN SIP URI MN External Address (EAddr) HSIP Server IP Address
user@aa.bb.edu.tw 192.168.2.30 192.168.2.1
3.2.2. Intra domain mobility
After an SIP connection has been established, anMN thatmoves from its serving BS to a target BSwithin the same domain
is assigned a new LAddr by the Router of the associated target BS. The MN then sends registration information to the HSIP
Server to register its new LAddr. Because theMN is still within the coverage of the same HSIP Server, the HSIP Server already
has the SIP URI and EAddr correspondence in the table, so it simply updates the LAddr. And because the CN’s connection
with theMN is still maintained through the same HSIP Server, the MN does not need to issue a new connection with the CN.
This reduces the signaling overhead between MN and CN. The handoff message flows are shown in Fig. 5.
3.2.3. Inter domain mobility
After an SIP connection has been established, an MN that moves from its serving BS to a target BS in a different domain
is assigned a new LAddr by the Router of the associated target BS. The MN is also required to send registration information
to the new HSIP Server to register its new LAddr. As it is a different HSIP Server, the SIP Local Registrar’s MN Location Table
keeps no information about this MN. This indicates that the MN is a newcomer to this domain. The HSIP Server assigns an
EAddr to theMN, and the SIP Local Registrar inserts theMN’s SIP URI, its newly assigned LAddr, and its newly assigned EAddr
into the Location Table. The MN then sends a re-INVITE to CN to notify it of the change to its EAddr. Finally, CN returns a
200_OK to the MN to re-establish the connection. The message flows are shown in Fig. 6. Once MN’s connection with CN
has finished, the SIP Home Registrar must be notified and updated, which then refreshes MN’s EAddr and HSIP Server’s IP
Address in the MN Home Location Table. Because the MN is served in the domain managed by a new HSIP Server, the SIP
Home Registrar sends an expiry message to MN’s previous HSIP Server so that the corresponding MN information will be
purged from its MN Location Table.
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Fig. 4. Message flows for pre-call mobility.
4. Simulations and performance analysis
In this section, theNetwork Simulator (NS2) [24] is adopted to construct a simulated 802.16e environment for comparison
between the HSIP handoff process and the conventional handoff process. The network environment consists of four sub-
networks, designated A, B, C, and D, and connected to each other via the Internet as shown in Fig. 3. The SIP Home Register
is located in Home Network A, and the CN in Network B. Each of Networks C and D consists of a dedicated HSIP Server
and several BSs. All BSs are connected to the Internet through HSIP Servers. In the first simulation, MN moves from a BS to
another BS within Network C. In the second simulation, MN moves from a BS in Network C to a BS in Network D. During
the movement of MN, handoff delay and signaling overhead were measured. In the simulation, the scope of BS is set to be
670 m ∗ 670 m and the moving rate of MN is 2.0 m/s.
4.1. Handoff delay and signaling overhead
The signaling latency between two points, A and B, as of MN moves can be calculated using the formula [25]:
D(Lmessage, H(A,B)) = Lmessage × H(A,B)Bwired +
Lmessage
Bwireless
+ Lwired + Lwireless. (1)
The relevant variables are defined in Table 3. Handoff delay is the time between when MN starts a handoff request at
Layer 2 and reception of the first packet sent by CN. In other words, it is the interval in which MN cannot accept packets.
The handoff delay can be expressed as:
Dhandoff = Dl2 + DHSIP + DBU. (2)
Dl2 refers to the Layer 2 802.16e handoff time, DHSIP refers to the time delay caused by registration with the HSIP Server,
and DBU refers to the time taken for Binding Update with CN. Using (1), these variables can be expressed as:
DHSIP = D(Lregister,H(MN,HSIP))+ D(Lresponse,H(MN,HSIP)) (3)
DBU = D(LREINVITE,H(MN,CN))+ D(LOK,H(MN,CN))+ D(LACK,H(MN,CN)). (4)
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Bwired Wired connection bandwidth 100 Mbps
Bwireless Wireless connection bandwidth 10 Mbps
Lwired Wired bandwidth latency 10 ms
Lwireless Wireless bandwidth latency 50 ms
Lmessage Packet length Packet size
UDP packet Set size of each UDP packet 200 bytes
H No. of hops See Fig. 3
Table 4
Comparison of handoff delays and signaling overheads.
Comparison items Mobility type
Original process Intra-domain Inter-domain
Handoff delay (s) 1.06 0.86 1.86
Signaling overhead (kB) 4.59 2.78 6.02
There was no handoff delay in pre-call mobility, as the device did not change its location.
The simulation results show that the mobility handoff delays under the original process, Intra-domain call, and Inter-
domain call are around 1.06 s, 0.86 s, and 1.86 s as shown in Table 4. WhenMNmoves using the same HSIP Server, only local
registration information is needed to notify the HSIP Server of the new LAddr. TheMN does not need to acquire a new EAddr
or go through the re-INVITE process with CN; consequently, the least handoff delay results. In the case of moving between
different HSIP Servers, MN has to acquire not only a new LAddr but a new EAddr. Changing the EAddrmeansMN has to send
a re-INVITE message to CN. This takes a lot more time than the original process.
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Fig. 6. Message flows for inter domain mobility.
The signaling overhead for the handoff process can be calculated using the formula:
Omessage = Lmessage × H. (5)
The simulation results show that the mobility signaling overhead for the original process, Intra-domain call, and Inter-
domain call are around 4.59 kB, 2.78 kB, and 6.02 kB as shown in Table 4. The smaller Intra-domain call signaling overhead
is due to no SIP messages for MN to re-establish its connection with CN. The higher Inter-domain call signaling overhead is
because that there is an extra signaling load for acquiring the LAddr.
4.2. Effects of multiple handoffs
In the original SIP operations, the frequency of the MN’s movement determines the number of re-INVITE requests sent
fromMN to CN. This may cause extra communications to maintain the MN’s connection. In the proposed HSIP architecture,
however, several BSs are under the control of an HSIP Server, so that handoff within the same domain does not require a
re-INVITE request to be issued. This effectively reduces the control signaling overhead.
Either within a domain or across multiple domains, a fast-movingMNmay encounter multiple handoffs among different
BSs. To investigate the reduction rate of average handoff delay for multiple MN handoffs, let Doriginal and Dproposed denote the
handoff delay formultipleMNhandoffs of the originalmechanismwithoutHSIP and the proposedHSIPmobilitymechanism,
respectively, and define D as the improvement ratio of the proposed mechanism over original one:
D = Doriginal − Dproposed
Doriginal
. (6)
In the following simulation, multiple handoffs consist of from 4 to 14 intra-domain handoffs and one inter-domain
handoff. The simulation results are displayed in Fig. 7.Without the development of hierarchical domains, the average handoff
delay is always around 1065 ms. When the HSIP architecture is applied, more handoffs under the same HSIP Server result
in shorter average handoff delay. The proposed HSIP mobility mechanism can reduce average handoff time up to 13% as
compared to the original mechanism without HSIP. The improvement was mostly because of the time saved due to fewer
re-INVITE requests.
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Fig. 7. Reduction rate of average handoff delay for multiple MN handoffs.








Fig. 8. Reduction rate of average signaling overhead for multiple handoffs.
To investigate the reduction rate of average signaling overhead for multiple MN handoffs, let Soriginal and Sproposed denote
the signaling overhead for multiple MN handoffs of the original mechanism without HSIP and the proposed HSIP mobility
mechanism, respectively, and define S as the improvement ratio of the proposed mechanism over original one: as in
S = Soriginal − Sproposed
Soriginal
. (7)
Under this multiple-handoff simulation, given an intra-domain to inter-domain movement ratio from 1 to 14, the
simulation results are displayed in Fig. 8. The proposed HSIP mobility mechanism can reduce average signaling overhead
up to 35% as compared to the original mechanism without HSIP. The improvement is due to the signals saved of re-INVITE
requests from MN to CN.
5. Conclusions
This paper proposes a hierarchical SIP (HSIP) architecture for mobility management to improve the handoff efficiency.
In HSIP, a WiMAX network is partitioned into several domains, each contains an HSIP server and multiple BSs. Within a
domain, MN does not need to send a re-INVITE request to CN. Hence, signaling overhead and the handoff delay can be
effectively reduced due to that most handoffs occur within a domain. The applicability of the proposed HSIP architecture is
demonstrated by using the NS2 simulator. The performance of multiple handoffs before MN moves to a different domain
is also examined. When the ratio of intra- domain to inter-domain handoffs is increased from 1 to 14, the proposed HSIP
mobility mechanism offers an improvement up to 13% in average handoff delay and 35% in average signaling overhead as
compared with the traditional SIP mobility scheme. As a result, the proposed HSIP architecture is feasible and favorable in
dealing with the WiMAX handoffs.
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